We present a model of distributed computation which is based on a fragment of the -calculus relying on asynchronous point-to-point communication. We enrich the model with the following features: the explicit distribution of processes to locations, the routing of messages, the mobility of processes, and the failure of locations and their detection. Our contributions are two folds. At the speci cation level, we give a synthetic and exible formalization of the features mentioned above. At the veri cation level, we provide original methods to reason about the bisimilarity of processes.
Introduction
Traditional process calculi such as CCS and CSP lie their foundations on a reduced set of concepts and therefore do not provide direct support for the modelling of certain relevant aspects of systems such as the distribution of resources on di erent locations, the routing of messages, the mobility of processes, the impact of failures on the behaviour of the system, and the detection of failures. The exact meaning of these terms will become clearer, as we progress in our discussion. Developments in network and software technology have brought these aspects of computing to the limelight. Mobility in particular plays a prominent role and therefore we will shortly refer to the models considered in this article as`models of mobile computation'. We pursue a research line initiated in 6] and continued in 3], in which an explicit modelling of the features mentioned above is presented, and then a reduction to a more basic model is sought. In developing a model for mobile computation, a preliminary question is whether we should assume the notions of dynamic generation of names and processes and static scope of names. We believe that the answer to this question should be positive (as in 21, 22, 15] ) for the same reason that, say, a model of functional computation should take for granted -renaming and substitution. On these assumptions, it is natural to consider the -calculus 18, 34] or related formalisms such as Chocs 39] , as the backbone of a model of mobile computation. In rst approximation, the -calculus models systems of asynchronous processes which interact by message passing. The calculus models dynamic process creation, dynamic channel creation, transmission of channel names, and a static scoping discipline. The blending of these features has led to a calculus which is quite expressive and close to programming issues, while having a tractable semantic theory. We select a variety of -calculus as the basic model on which additional features are added. The advantage of this approach, is that notions and results can be inherited and stated, respectively, within the theory of the -calculus.
The variety of -calculus which we consider is a fragment of the asynchronous -calculus 23, 12] . In this calculus, the sending of a message is non-blocking, that is a process can deliver a message without waiting for a receiving process (think of e-mail). This communication schema implicitly relies on a nonbounded bu er in which messages can be stocked. Messages in the bu er can be reordered in arbitrary ways (the bu er does not obey a FIFO discipline). Moreover, we assume that every channel name is associated with a unique process which receives messages addressed to that name (communication becomes point-to-point). To emphasize the unicity of the receptor, we will refer to the calculus as the 1 -calculus. We note that asynchronous point-to-point communication does not require synchronizations between possibly distant processes and therefore it makes minimal assumptions on the capabilities of the distributed system. Technically, the 1 -calculus is formalized by means of a simple typing discipline which enjoys a suitable subject reduction property. We will spend sometime to illustrate the expressive power and the speci c properties of the 1 -calculus. Indeed, the 1 -calculus has some distinctive characters which make it worth of study independently from the speci c application to mobile computation. Taking the 1 -calculus as the basic formalism, we specify in an incremental way some aspects of mobile computation. As a rst step, we explicitly distribute processes to locations. Locations are our unit of distribution and they can be generated dynamically. Next we consider three orthogonal aspects of a mobile system: (i) the routing of messages to their destination, (ii) the mobility of processes, and (iii) the failure of locations and the detection of failure. The speci cation of these features relies on suitable typing and rewriting rules. A number of alternative speci cations arise by combinations of explicit or transparent routing, static or migrating processes, halting or transient failures, and various types of failures detectors. We will not try to cover all possible combinations of these choices, instead we will study in depth a simple model while hinting to possible variations and highlight the most interesting or challenging combinations. Thus, we will consider a system of asynchronous processes which are distributed to locations and interact by (asynchronously) exchanging messages which are transparently routed to their destination. Processes can spawn processes at remote locations. Locations can stop (halting failure) and their state can be tested.
The last part of the article is devoted to semantic issues. Our goal is to develop techniques to prove the bisimilarity of processes. In particular, we characterize a contextual equivalence for the 1 -calculus (barbed equivalence) using a recently introduced notion of asynchronous bisimulation 4], and we propose translations from the`located' 1 -calculus ( 1l ) to the 1 -calculus which preserve and re ect these bisimulations.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In section 2, we present the 1 -calculus, and study its typing system. In section 3, we illustrate the expressive power of the 1 -calculus. In section 4, we de ne the 1l -calculus as an enrichment of the 1 -calculus. In section 5, we study two translations of the 1l -calculus in the the 1 -calculus and characterize the contextual bisimulation for the 1 -calculus. Finally in section 6, we consider related work and summarize our main achievements.
The asynchronous 1 -calculus
In this section, we de ne the typing system of the 1 -calculus and we describe a suitable notion of observation. We start by considering a polyadic, asynchronous -calculus whose processes are speci ed as follows (we often omit parentheses):
We collect here some basic conventions. We denote with a; b; : : : channel names, with a;b;::: vectors of channel names, withã two vectors of channel names separated by a`;', say a 1 ; a 2 (either vector can be empty), and with p; q; : : : processes. The sets fn(p), bn(p) contain, respectively, the names free and bound in the process p. If a is a vector of names, we denote with fag the corresponding set. Ifã = a 1 ; a 2 then we letã io = a 1 andã o = a 2 . Intuitively, in a recursive de nition, we distinguish between the namesã io that can be used in input and output, and the namesã o that can be used in output only. Correspondingly, every process identi er A has two arities ar io (A) and ar o (A): ar io (A) is the number of parameters that can be used in input and output, whereas ar o (A) is the number of parameters that can be used only in output. In a well-formed process, actual and formal parameters agree, and all process identi ers are bound. In a recursive de nition (rec A(ã):p)(b), we suppose that fn(p) fã io ;ã o g. To de ne recursive processes, we will also rely on parametric equations as an equivalent notation. The equivalence stands for syntactic identity up to renaming of bound names.
Sorts are de ned as follows: s ::= Ch(s 1 ; : : :; s n ), where n 0. We denote with St the collection of sorts. We suppose that every name a has a sort s which we denote with st(a) and that there are in nitely many names for every sort.
A channel of sort Ch(s 1 ; : : : ; s n ) can carry a tuple c 1 ; : : : ; c n , where c i has sort s i , for i = 1; : : : ; n. We will only consider well-sorted processes. This is the least set of processes P such that: (i) 0 2 P, (ii) P is closed under parallel The basic reduction rule of this calculus is:
The behaviour of a process is completely described by a labelled transition system (lts), whose actions are speci ed as follows:
::= j j ab j j fcg ab : (3) In fcg ab, we suppose that a = 2 fcg fbg. Conventionally, we set n( ) = fn( ) bn( ) where: fn( ) = ; fn(ab) = fag fbg fn( fcg ab) = fa; bgnfcg bn( ) = ; bn(ab) = ; bn( fcg ab) = fcg : (4) The labelled transition system is speci ed in gure 1, following an early instantiation style. The symmetric version of the rules (cm) and (cp) is omitted. The notion of weak transition is de ned as usual: p ) p 0 i p( !) p 0 , and, for 6 = , p ) p 0 i p ) ! ) p 0 . The 1 -calculus is a typed version of the asynchronous -calculus. A typing context ?, is a set of names fa 1 ; : : : ; a n g. In gure 2, we introduce a system to prove when a process p is well-typed in the context ?. We suppose that bound names can be renamed. The typing rules rely on the following intuitions: (1) If a 2 ? then there is exactly one (persistent) process that is allowed to receive on (in) The typing rules apply to processes with free process identi ers, as to type a recursive de nition we need to type a process where the related process identi er is free. The actual parameters of a recursive de nition provide a kind of declaration of the channel names on which the de ned process intends to perform input/output actions, and output actions, respectively. We note that in a recursive de nition we require that the number of distinct actual io-parameters equals the io-arity of the process identi er (]fb io g = ar io (A)). Hence, the typing under a process identi er is performed under the hypothesis that all actual io-parameters are distinct. Note that the typing system makes a`linear' use of the names in the context: every name is used exactly once.
A number of type systems have been proposed for the -calculus. Pierce and Sangiorgi 35] control the capabilities of channels, e.g., receive and send, receive only, and send only. In the 1 -calculus there is a built-in capability: received names have a send only capability. Kobayashi et al. 26] have considered sorts which limit the number of times a channel can be used, e.g., at most once or arbitrary many times. In the 1 -calculus a channel can be used an arbitrary number of times. Following our work, Sangiorgi 36] has considered a discipline of so called`uniform receptiveness'. A uniform receptor is a uniquely de ned replicated input. It can be represented in the 1 -calculus by the replicated input de ned in the following gure 3.
The typing system in gure 2 requires that an input is`persistent'. Thus the Proof hint. De ne p 0 by induction on the typing of p.
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In the following, we will stick to the typing system without weakening as it gives us the least context needed to type a process. An important property of the typing system is that it is preserved by labelled transitions and that the typing context is either constant or expanded when performing a scope extrusion. Proof. Let be a name substitution which is the identity almost everywhere.
We say that is injective on a context ?, if restricted to ? is injective. We write ? for f a j a 2 ?g, and p for the application of the substitution to the process p. 
A corollary of the subject reduction proposition is that if two processes are typed with respect to the same context, then this property is preserved by labelled transitions. This fact simpli es the de nition of bisimulation (cf. definition 20).
A run-time con guration in the 1 -calculus can be regarded as a set of sequential processes with pairwise disjoint`interfaces' plus messages travelling toward their destination. An interface is simply a set of channel names on which the process is willing to receive messages.
Next, we provide some insight on the way 1 -processes can be observed. The reader should be familiar with the idea that actions cannot be treated uniformly. For instance, in CCS internal actions are distinguished from inputoutput actions and moreover, in calculi with value passing, the output action is distinguished from the input action.
In the asynchronous -calculus we suppose that only output actions are directly observable. Intuitively, since communication is asynchronous the observer has no way of knowing when an input action is carried on (we refer to 23, 4] for a more extended discussion). In the 1 -calculus an additional hypothesis is made, namely we suppose that an output action is visible only if the corresponding receptor is not de ned in the observed process. We note that without this assumption the parallel composition of observed and observer would not be well-typed. The notions of reduction and commitment induce a notion of (barbed) bisimulation as follows.
De nition 6 (barbed bisimulation) A symmetric relation S on 1 -terms is a strong barbed bisimulation if whenever pSq the following holds: (1) If p # a then q # a. Let be the largest barbed bisimulation. The notion of weak barbed bisimulation is obtained by replacing everywhere the commitment # with +, and the reduction ! with ). We denote with the largest weak barbed bisimulation.
The notion of barbed bisimulation is su cient to argue about the adequacy of various encodings. In section 5, we will develop a stronger notion of (asynchronous) bisimulation for the 1 -calculus based on the lts in gure 1. In this section, we illustrate the expressiveness of the 1 -calculus. As a rst step, we introduce in gure 3 a few abbreviations which allow for a more handy notation. For each abbreviation, we show the typing rule which applies to the abbreviation and that can be derived from the basic typing rules presented in gure 2. Moreover, when appropriate, we present the derived reduction rules which apply to the abbreviations and which illustrate their computational behaviour.
In the following, we comment the abbreviations introduced and highlight some interesting properties. As already mentioned in section 2, using the idle process we can type a process a(b) : p that receives only once on a channel. We can use this abbreviation in the translation into an unsorted monadic 1 -calculus. In the unsorted monadic 1 -calculus all names have a sort s satisfying the recursive equation s = Ch(s). Thus, all channels carry exactly one name of sort s. Following 13] , the kernel of the translation is presented below. We note that these processes can be easily typed in our framework. A third form of input is the replicated input. The process a(b).p (if we hadcalculus replication, we could write this process as !(a(b):p)) can be regarded as a functional or stateless process. Intuitively, it always reacts in the same way to a call.
De nition 7 ( 1f -calculus) Let the 1f -calculus (f for functional) be the subcalculus of the 1 -calculus in which we allow input pre x and recursion only as macro expansions of processes of the shape a(b) . p.
Let 1 be a structural equivalence which includes besides -renaming, the laws for the commutation of restriction with restriction and parallel composition, and the laws for the associativity and commutativity of parallel composition. The following result exposes the deterministic character of the 1f -calculus.
Proposition 8 (con uence) In the 1f -calculus, -reduction is con uent modulo 1 .
Proof hint. We note that the 1f -calculus is closed under reduction. Given a term of the 1f -calculus, two distinct reductions superpose when two messages are addressed to the same channel, as in C ab j ab 0 j a(c) . p]. It is immediately checked that the two reductions commute.
We note that the typing rules forbid the nesting of replicated inputs on free names. Indeed, this would break the property that each channel has at most one receiver. Nevertheless, the 1f -calculus is still quite expressive. For instance, one can adequately encode the simply typed call-by-value -calculus. To do this, it is enough to take the translation studied in 5] and replace every input with a replicated input.
Boolean values t and f are coded as a pair of fresh names (equal for t and distinct for f). We use bool as an abbreviation for Ch(); Ch() (which is a list of sorts). If c is a pair, we denote with c 1 the rst component and with c 2 the second. An if then else operator can then be simulated relying on the matching operator. Using the if then else , we can code an internal choice operator (the equivalence a stands for strong asynchronous bisimulation, cf. de nition 20). It is possible to code the if then else and the internal choice operators without using the matching operator, however in this case the typing rules are less general.
Another possibility, is to remove the matching operator and introduce a rule to type (a simulation of) the if then else . In this case, internal choice can still be de ned, but matching is not de nable. Indeed, it can be shown that contexts without matching have less discriminating power. In a calculus without matching, what matters of a name is not its identity, but the visible activity one can generate by sending a message to it. This fact is exploited in 33] to translate a variety of asynchronous -calculus without matching into a sub-calculus where all transmitted names are new, or equivalently, the transmission of free names is forbidden. The idea is to replace the message ab, where b is free, with the process c (ac j c 7 ! b). The link c 7 ! b forwards messages addressed to c, to the channel b, and recursively replaces a free output with a bound output, hence introducing another link process. The translation of the other operators is straightforward.
Next we introduce yet another form of input. Consider the process q (a 1 (b 1 ) j j a n (b n ) j C):p. This process can make a joined input of messages addressed to the channels a 1 ; : : : ; a n provided the lter condition C is satis ed.
It is always assumed that the formal parameters b 1 ; : : :; b n are pairwise disjoint. The condition C stands for any boolean combination of name equalities and inequalities, e.g., C ((a = b)^(b 6 = c)) _ (b = d). The typing rule for this joined and ltered input is written as follows:
?`p fa 1 ; : : :; a n g ? ? \ ( S i=0;:::;n fb i g) = ; ?`(a 1 (b 1 ) j j a n (b n ) j C):p ;
and the following reduction rule can be applied provided the condition c 1 =b 1 ; : : : ; c n =b n ]C holds: (a 1 (b 1 ) j j a n (b n ) j C):p j a 1 c 1 j j a n c n ! c 1 =b 1 ; : : :; c n =b n ]p :
Proposition 9 The joined ltered input is de nable in the 1 -calculus up to weak asynchronous bisimulation (cf. de nition 20).
Proof. We consider a term q (a 1 (b 1 ) j j a n (b n ) j C):p. We suppose fcg`q and fc 0 g = fn(q)nfcg. We de ne a process q 1 q 2 (c; c 0 ) bisimilar to q as follows: q 2 rec A(c; c 0 ):a 1 (b 1 ) : : :a n (b n ):(( C]p; q 3 ) q 3 ) q 3 A(c; c 0 ) j a 1 b 1 j j a n b n :
The term C]p; q 3 has to be compiled in a nesting of matching operators. To do this, we enumerate the (in-)equalities in C and regard them as propositional variables. Then, we rewrite condition C as a binary decision diagram (see, e.g., 29]) where the internal nodes are labelled with the propositional variables. Every path from the root to a leaf of the tree corresponds to a possible evaluation of the propositional variables. We label each leaf of the tree with the process p if the corresponding path validates condition C, and with process q 3 otherwise. We can directly compile this tree into a nesting of matching operators. Let us apply this technique in a concrete case. Consider the condition C (( A rst rough relationship between the source and target calculus can be stated by supposing that in the source calculus we consider processes such that: (i) all input names are restricted (so that the commitment a i c in the translation are hidden), and (ii) input parameters cannot be used as the subject of an input action. The notion of barbed bisimulation is adapted in a straightforward way to this asynchronous -calculus.
It is easy to give decidable conditions that guarantee properties (i-ii), for instance see the read/write sorting discipline in 35]. Moreover, property (ii) is not so restrictive since Boreale 11] has de ned an adequate translation from an asynchronous -calculus into an asynchronous -calculus satisfying condition (ii).
Proposition 11 Let p; p 0 be processes of the asynchronous -calculus satisfying properties (i) and (ii). Then, p p 0 i hpi hp 0 i. Finally, we consider an original translation of the simply sorted 1 -calculus into a dyadic simply sorted 1 -calculus which relies on the ltered joined input. Let ! denote the nite words over the set of natural numbers with generic elements w; w 0 ; : : : We de ne a function path pt : St ! 2 ! as:
pt(Ch()) = pt(Ch(s 0 ; : : :; s n )) = S fiw j i 2 f0; : : :; ng; w 2 pt(s i )g :
If we look at the sort s as a tree, then pt(s) is the set of paths from the root to the leaves. For every name a and word w 2 ! we suppose there is a name a w . If w = x 1 ; : : :; x k is a non-empty word, then we denote with hd(w) the head x 1 and with tl(w) the tail x 2 ; : : :; x k . We de ne the kernel of the translation as follows: hd(w) and a label e. Note that the number of messages that need to be sent depends on pt(st(a)). The receiver can reconstruct the messages by looking at the labels e w : two messages are related if and only if they have the same label. The labels always have sort Ch(), therefore the sorts of the dyadic calculus have the form s ::= Ch() j j Ch(s; Ch()). We note that, by the de nition of joined ltered input, a communication in the polyadic 1 -calculus is translated into a communication of the dyadic 1 -calculus. It is then easy to establish the following proposition.
Proposition 12 Let p; q be processes of the polyadic 1 -calculus. Then, p p 0 i hpi hp 0 i.
A located 1 -calculus
We extend the syntax of the 1 -calculus to model various aspects of`mobile computation'. We start by de ning the language of con gurations. A con guration is a`solution' in which we can nd processes running at a location, messages, and locations.
A process p running at a location a is denoted with fpga. New channels and new processes that might be created during the computation of p are located in a. To create processes at remote locations, a special message spawn is applied. Messages (m) can be output particles (ab), spawning of a process p at a location a (spawn(a; p)), stop of a location a (stop(a)), and testing of a location a, with a return on b 1 if the location is running, and on b 2 otherwise (ping (a; b 1 ; b 2 ) ). We associate to every location name a location process which controls routing, and receives spawn, stop, and ping messages. To this end, we introduce a new sort loc, and a speci c way of creating a location process which receives on a name a of sort loc (Loc T (a), where T 2 fR; Sg, R for run, and S for stop).
Formally, we de ne the following syntactic categories. The languages for sorts and processes include the respective languages de ned for the 1 -calculus. In this way, we will guarantee that for every location name there is at most one location process. The basic computation rule is the one stating that communication inside a location is always possible: The rst rule allows to export a message from its current (running) location, the second rule describes the delivery of a message to its remote destination. Note that a stopped location blocks the routing of messages thus entailing the virtual termination of all processes running at that location: a process that cannot route its messages is equivalent to one which has terminated (provided that communication is asynchronous and messages are addressed to a unique process).
The message spawn(a; p) allows to start the execution of the process p at the location a, and migrates a computation from one location to another. Its behaviour is speci ed by the additional rule:
(spawn) spawn(a; p) j Loc R (a) ! fpga j Loc R (a) : The additional typing rules for messages are as follows. The last part of the speci cation, concerns failures and failure detection. We introduce the following rewriting rules:
(stop) stop(a) j Loc R (a) ! Loc S (a) (ping t ) ping(a; b 1 ; b 2 ) j Loc R (a) ! b 1 j Loc R (a) (ping f ) ping(a; b 1 ; b 2 ) j Loc S (a) ! b 2 j Loc S (a) : (6) The systems we model are fully asynchronous, a few non-trivial problems can be solved in this framework in the presence of failures, e.g., the algorithm for renaming in an asynchronous environment described in 10]. On the other hand, there are problems, consensus being the most famous 19], which cannot be solved in a fully asynchronous framework in the presence of failures. In order to cope with this limitation, the asynchronous model has been enriched in a number of ways including randomization, partial synchrony hypotheses, and failure detectors (see 17, 16] for an up-to-date discussion of these issues). The approach we follow here, is to enrich our model with a failure detector ping which eventually allows any process to know if a location runs or not (in the terminology of 17,16], we can program a perfect failure detector). We refer to 3] for a discussion on the modelling of other types of failures (e.g., transient) and failure detectors.
To summarize, we have three orthogonal features: the routing of messages, the mobility of processes, and the failure of locations. For each feature, there is a natural restriction which can be imposed.
(1) Restrict rule (route out) by requiring that m is a message addressed to a location, namely a spawn, a stop, or a ping. With this restriction, it is not possible to send a message transparently to a remote process but it is necessary to spawn the message to the location of the receiver (which must be known). (2) Restrict the typing rule for spawn by requiring that the context ? is empty.
In this way, we can make sure that by spawning we are not moving a process which can receive on some visible channel name, from a location to another. With this restriction, every channel name can be seen as an absolute physical address which does not change during the computation. (3) Restrict the con gurations so that no failure is possible, that is eliminate stopped locations and stop messages.
By applying zero or more of these restrictions, we can obtain eight distinct models of mobility. Not all models are equally interesting! Consider rst restrictions 1 and 2 while neglecting failures. What is obtained in this way is a model where all remote communications have to be explicitly handled. This model might be useful in the representation of the implementation layer and in the formalization of various security aspects of locations (cf., e.g., 22,15]) which are then conceived as communication barriers.
We note that if a receptor cannot migrate from one location to another (while keeping its identity), then the name of the receptor may contain its location, and it is easy to represent transparent routing using the spawning of a message to the location of the receptor. On the other hand, if a receptor can migrate then local messages addressed to it may be lost, which could be regarded as a run-time error. To avoid this run-time error, one could either require some support for the delivery of messages 2 or verify statically that all messages are deliverable.
We also observe that with restriction 1, the semantics is sensitive to the distribution of the agents to the locations. On the other hand, if we impose restric-tion 3 without requiring restriction 1, then the semantics becomes insensitive to the distribution of the processes (cf. proposition 28). The implementation of this last model relies on protocols such as the one analysed in 7] which transparently forward a message to the location of the receptor. The implementation of the full model (without restrictions) requires a mechanism by which a message can be eventually delivered to its receptor even if the receptor has originated and transited through locations which have failed. This facility may rely on the existence of a global mechanism like, e.g., a Domain Name Server to track the location of the receptor.
The reduction rules for the 1l -calculus, can be rephrased as labelled transitions, by including`location signals' among the actions:
::= j j ab j j fcg ab j j a t j j a t t 2 fR; S; Pg :
Location signals do not carry bound names, and free names are simply de ned as fn(a t ) = fn(a t ) = fag. Labelled transitions are de ned on con gurations and they are displayed in gure 4. The rules speci ed for the 1 -calculus are trivially extended, moreover we add the labelled transitions for the location processes and the new messages. Note that we do not include the rule (cm loc) in the lts as in the model we will study we can derive this rule from the rules (route out) and (route in). More precisely, if the relevant location is running then we can derive the rule in two steps, and if the location is stopped then the local communication does not change the observable content of the con guration.
We use the labelled transition system in the statement of the subject reduction property for the enriched calculus and in formulating proposition 27.
Proposition 13 (subject reduction) If ?`r and r ! r 0 then ? bn( )r 0 .
Proof hint. By adapting the proof of proposition 2.
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Having completed the formalization of our model, we illustrate its expressive power by a few examples. We start by considering various forms of mobility. Consider a`program server' which accepts requests on a for creating a utility at a location d, say: The process DC receives a location d and a channel name b, then it spawns at location d a process DC 0 which communicates its interface on b, receives a value v 0 on a 0 and then it is ready to migrate again with the value op(v; v 0 ) (op is some operation to be speci ed).
A third form of mobility, is the one of a`mobile agent' which migrates from a location to another while keeping connectivity with possibly remote processes.
This form of mobility requires some programming if we impose restriction 2 (we type spawn in the empty context). For instance, we could suppose that at the location where the agent is created (the`home location') there is a`home agent' which forwards messages to the mobile agent when he is not at the home location. When the mobile agent moves from one location to another he needs to run a little hand-over protocol to guarantee that the home agent has an up to date view of his current location.
Let us now turn to the representation of a fault-resilient system. First, we note that there is a twist in the representation of failures. If we introduce the message stop(d) in the system description, then at any point in the computation the system can reach a con guration where the location d is stopped. If we want to leave open the possibility that a location may also run for ever, then it is more appropriate to introduce the process maystop(d) = stop(d) 0. Next, we introduce in gure 5 a system in which the ping message is used to monitor two resources which may fail. We use for abbreviations and = for recursive de nitions. The system is composed of a user U which relies on two resources R i (i = 1; 2) to emit an observable signal on b. A fourth process monitors the activity of the resources so that when the resource R i (i = 1; 2) fails, it is replaced by a new one. The speci cation is expressed by the requirement that Sys(; b) is weakly bisimilar to Spec(; b). We delay the proof of this fact to proposition 29, following the introduction of suitable tools to reason about process equivalence.
This example illustrates the di erence between stop and maystop. Suppose that we program the monitor in such a way that it waits for the failure of, say, the resource R 1 before checking the failure of the resource R 2 . Then, if we use maystop to model failure, the user U is stuck if R 1 never fails and R 2 fails. On the other hand, if we model failure with stop, we are assured that the monitor will take appropriate action to allow U to progress.
U(a 1 ; a 2 ; b) = a 1 (c):(c j a 2 (c):(c j b j U(a 1 ; a 2 ; b))) R i (; a i ) = c (a i c j c : R i (; a i )) (i = In this section, we develop various methods to reason about the equivalence of processes. As a rst step, we consider a simple translation hj ji from the 1l -calculus to the 1 -calculus. We are interested in this translation as a way of reducing equivalence problems for the 1l -calculus to equivalence problems for the 1 -calculus (cf. 6]). The translation (bi-)simulates the 1l -calculus in the 1 -calculus. A fortiori, it has nothing to do with the way a program of the 1l -calculus would actually be executed. Every name a of sort st(a), is translated into the same name with sort hjst (a)j i, where:
hjCh(s 1 ; : : :; s n )j i = Ch(hjs 1 j i; : : :; hjs 1 j i) hjlocj i = Ch(bool; bool; Ch(); Ch()) :
The translation of con gurations is displayed in gure 6. We rely on an auxiliary translation of processes which is parametric in a location name representing the location where the process is running. We also denote with`' a default name and use a case statement (which can be easily coded with a nesting of if then else 's) to make the control of the location process clearer.
To De nition 14 (complete con guration) Let ?`r be a well typed con guration. We say that the con guration r is complete if r ) r 0 and a = 2 ? implies that r 0 cannot perform a transition with label a t .
Intuitively, in a complete con guration all locations mentioned in the con guration have been de ned and therefore transitions labelled with a t are not visible. Let ?`r be a complete con guration. This property is preserved by internal reduction, hence we can introduce a relation of barbed bisimulation on the 1l -calculus, commitment being de ned as follows: r # a if a = 2 ?, and r fcg ab ! .
De
1 . Let l be the largest barbed bisimulation. The notion of weak barbed bisimulation is obtained by replacing everywhere the commitment # with + and the reduction ! with ). We denote with l the largest weak barbed bisimulation.
Proposition 16 Let r; r 0 be complete well-typed con gurations. Then: r l r 0 i hjrj i hjr 0 j i :
Proof. In the following we work up to the structural congruence which is generated by the associative and commutative laws for parallel composition, the identity law of 0 w.r.t. parallel composition, the laws for the commutation of restriction with restriction and parallel composition, and the law for the unfolding of recursive de nitions. Moreover we use the following simpli cation rules:
aIdle(a) ! 0 if t then p else q ! p if f then p else q ! q :
Lemma 17 Let r be a complete well-typed con guration. Then:
(1) If ?`r then ?`hjrj i. (2) r # a i hjrji # a. 
We call the reductions of type (9) administrative. These reductions are normalizing and con uent. Roughly, reductions and commitments in the 1l -calculus and in the 1 -calculus are in one-to-one correspondence modulo administrative reductions. The simulating term may need one extra administrative reduction in order to conform to the shape of the translation of the reduced term in the source calculus (cf. lemma 17 (3)). Toward the formalization of this idea, we de ne a set Pr l = fp j 9r complete (hjrj i ) p)g.
On the processes in Pr l , we can determine the administrative reductions, for instance by a suitable annotation of the restrictions. We write p ! ad p 0 if p ! p 0 and the reduction is administrative. We also use ) ad to indicate zero or more administrative reductions. We de ne a binary relation R between complete con gurations and processes in Pr l as follows:
r R p i p ) ad hjrj i : (10) We note that it is not possible to perform an administrative reduction starting from hjrji, so hjrji plays the role of a normal form.
Lemma 18 Let r be a complete con guration and p 2 Pr l . Then:
(1) r R hjrji. Barbed bisimulation is a useful equivalence to compare closed systems. However, it is well known that barbed bisimulation is not preserved by parallel composition. We de ne barbed equivalence as the greatest equivalence which re nes barbed bisimulation and is preserved by parallel composition.
De nition Whenever we compose two processes we implicitly suppose that their composition is well-typed. We note that if p b p 0 , then there is a context ? which types both processes. Suppose ?`p, ? 0`p0 and a 2 ?n? 0 , then p j a cannot be barbed bisimilar to p 0 j a as the second commits on a while the rst does not. For instance, it can be shown that Idle(a) is barbed equivalent to a(b) . ab but it is not barbed equivalent to 0.
Our next task is to characterize barbed equivalence by a means of a suitable (asynchronous) bisimulation over the labelled transition system. This supports the view that the 1 -calculus is not only an expressive calculus, but it has also a`tractable theory' of equivalence (at least in the sense the -calculus has one!). For the sake of simplicity, we will work with the monadic unsorted 1 -calculus (cf. section 2). Following standard notation 34], we write the action fbg ab as a(b). In de ning the commitment relation, we have been careful to observe only those output commitments which relate to free channels whose receiver is not de ned in the observed process. Following this idea, we introduce a restricted form of labelled transition. Let the function cmt be de ned on actions as follows: cmt( ) = cmt(ab) = ; and cmt(ab) = cmt(a(b)) = fag. The rule (cp) in the lts described in gure 1, is then replaced by:
(cp tp ) p ! p 0 bn( ) \ fn(q) = ; ?`q cmt( ) \ ? = ; p j q ! p 0 j q : (11) Whenever we speak of transitions of typed processes, we will apply the rule (11) . We can now de ne a notion of (asynchronous) bisimulation over the restricted lts. We denote with a the greatest bisimulation. The notion of weak bisimulation is obtained by replacing everywhere transitions with weak transitions. We denote with a the greatest weak bisimulation.
Let us apply this de nition to complete the proof of proposition 9.
Lemma 21 With reference to the proof of proposition 9, q a q 1 . Proof hint. We prove that the set of pairs of the shape: (q j j2J e j d j ; q 1 j j2J e j d j ) where fe j j j 2 Jg fa 1 ; : : :; a n g is a weak bisimulation. We use clause (3) of de nition 20 to match the input moves of the process q 1 with (empty) reductions of the process q. We note that by rule (11) the messages directed to a 1 ; : : : ; a n are not observable. We also remark that without the internal choice at the end of the input sequence in process q 1 , the bisimilarity would not hold. To see this consider, e.g., the processes (a(b 1 ) j a(b 2 )):p vs. It is shown in 4], that weak asynchronous bisimulation is preserved by all operators of the asynchronous -calculus but matching. In particular, the fact that asynchronous bisimulation preserves parallel composition, su ces to show that asynchronous bisimulation implies barbed equivalence. This is stated as follows (in the weak case).
Proposition 22 If p a p 0 then (1) for each q, p j q a p 0 j q, and (2) p b p 0 .
In the other direction, we obtain the following result which relies on a proof technique introduced in 4].
De nition 23 Let be a decidable equivalence relation on processes included in a . A lts is image nite (with respect to weak transitions and ), if for any process p and action the set fp 0 j p ) p 0 g is nite up to the equivalence . We say that a process p is image nite if the lts formed of the processes reachable from p by labelled transitions is image nite. We de ne a collection of tests R(n; L) abr R(n; L i ; L o ) depending on n 2 ! and L nite set of channel names, and such that L o`R (n; L i ; L o ). Intuitively, R(n; L i ; L o ) tests a process p that may receive on L i , that is L i`p , and may send on L o , that is L o = fn(p)nL i . We show by induction on n that: 9L; L 0 (L fn(p j q); L 0 L; and L 0 (p j R(n; L)) L 0 (q j R(n; L)))) implies p n a q: If the property above holds then we can conclude the proof by observing: p b q ) 8r (p j r q j r) ) 8n 2 ! (p j R(n; L) q j R(n; L)) with L = fn(p j q); L 0 = ; ) 8n 2 ! (p n a q) ) p ! a q :
We de ne the tests R(n; L). If X = fp 1 ; : : :; p n g is a set of processes, then X is an abbreviation for p 1 p n . We suppose that the collection of channel names Ch has been partitioned in two in nite well-ordered set Ch 0 and Ch 00 . In the following we have L 0 L nite Ch 00 . We also assume the following sequences of distinct names in Ch 0 : fb n ; b 0 n j n 2 !g fc n j n 2 ! and 2 f ; aa 0 ; a; aa 0 ; a j a; a 0 2 Ch 00 gg fc 0 n j n 2 ! and 2 faa 0 ; a j a; a 0 2 Ch 00 gg fd n j n 2 ! and 2 fa j a 2 Ch 00 gg fe n j n 2 !g :
The test R(n; L) is de ned by induction on n as follows, where we pick a 00 to be the rst name in the well-ordered set Ch 00 nL. When emitting or receiving a name which is not in L we work up to injective substitution to show that P n a Q. In the following whenever we write, e.g., b n , we actually mean
The n R(n ? 1; L i ; L o ))) j a 2 L o ; a 0 2 Lg fc a n a(a 00 ):(c 0 a n (A e n R(n ? 1; L i fa 00 g; L o )) j a 2 L o g where A = f a 00 = a 0 ]d a 0 n j a 0 2 Lg : We suppose n > 0, L 0 (p j R(n; L)) L 0 (q j R(n; L)), and p ) p 0 . We proceed by case analysis on the action to show that q can match the action (in the asynchronous sense).
Remark 25 If we re ne asynchronous bisimulation to an asynchronous congruence (by asking invariance under substitution) and if we re ne barbed equivalence to barbed congruence (by considering contexts including the input pre x) then we can show that asynchronous congruence coincides with barbed congruence in the hypotheses of proposition 24.
Having connected barbed equivalence to asynchronous bisimulation, we look for a version of proposition 16 where we replace barbed bisimulation with asynchronous bisimulation. To this end, we de ne a non-trivial class of congurations as follows.
De nition 26 A location closed con guration is a con guration where transitions of the shape a t or a t are not observable, and such that this property is preserved by labelled transitions.
Of course, location closed con gurations are complete con gurations. Many systems resilient to failures, including the one described in gure 5, can be formalized within this fragment. On location closed con gurations, the translation described in gure 6 is preserved and re ected, i.e., it is fully abstract. Intuitively, the translation of a location closed con guration can interact with the environment without revealing any information about the internal representation of locations.
We observe that the de nition 20 of bisimulation can be easily adapted to relate pairs of location closed con gurations, and location closed con gurations to processes of the 1 -calculus. By a little abuse of notation, we still indicate with a the related greatest weak bisimulation.
Proposition 27 Let r be a location closed con guration. Then r a hjrji. Proof hint. Internal actions are related as in proposition 16. Input-output actions turn out to be in one-to-one correspondence. In establishing this correspondence, one has to take into account the sort translation. For instance, an input action ab, where st(a) = s, is related to an input action ab, where st(a) = hjsji.
It is an immediate corollary of proposition 27 that our translation preserves and re ects weak asynchronous bisimulation on location closed con gurations. We conclude this section, with a formalization of the idea that in the absence of failure, the distribution of processes is transparent. Given a location closed con guration r, er l (r) is either (i) a process of the 1 -calculus where all the information on locations has been erased, or (ii) unde ned if the con guration contains stopped locations, or stop messages. The formal de nition of the function er l ( ), on its domain of de nition, is given in gure 5. The following proposition implies that we can adopt the more concise translation er l ( ) to reason on location closed con gurations without failure.
Proposition 28 (transparency) Let r be a location closed con guration. If er l (r) is de ned, then r a er l (r). 6 Related work and achievements
In previous work 6], we have developed a formal framework which models the distributed module of the Facile programming language 40]. The Facile communication model is quite powerful as it includes guarded choice, synchronous communication, and multiple receivers. A synchronous communication (ignoring choice) may require a synchronization between processes distributed to three di erent locations: the location of the sender, the location of the receiver, and the location of the channel manager (which is a process which has to resolve concurrent requests for reading or writing on a channel). This complexity limits the manageability of the distributed model. The de nition and analysis of systems where failures can occur, has also been the subject of a number of studies in the distributed algorithms community in the last decade 30, 38] . In these studies, a system is roughly the (asynchronous) product of a nite number of labelled transition systems. The way the labelled transition systems are generated is either ignored or informally speci ed. It follows that it is di cult to study issues such as process equivalence, scoping, and process mobility.
To summarize the state of the art, we can say that programming languages lack a formal semantics, and models in the distributed algorithm community lack the right level of intensionality. Our proposal sits between the two. We have not tried to create a theory from scratch, but we have set this theory in an appropriate and well-understood model (the -calculus). Our framework is close to programming issues (scoping, process mobility,...), it is exible enough to be adapted to di erent models of failure, failure detection, and process mobility, and it has a tractable theory of process equivalence.
Recently, a few other models of mobility have been put forward 21, 22, 15] . All these works rely on name generation and static scoping (as we do). The notion of mobility considered however is a`global' one: a process in a location may decide to move to another location (or`ambient') carrying all the other processes currently in the location. The models di er for the restrictions which are imposed on the routing of messages ( 22, 15] only allow local communication,
whereas 21] allows transparent routing as we do here) and for the restrictions imposed on failures (in 15] failures are not considered). All these works seem to con rm that name generation and scope handling are essential aspects of a model of mobility.
Technically, the 1 -calculus can be regarded as a way to capture some basic properties of the join calculus 20], e.g., unicity of the receptor, by imposing a type discipline rather than by modifying the -calculus. Incidentally, the 1 -calculus can also be seen as a way to make the communication primitives of the -calculus closer to those of object-oriented programming languages, where interaction arises when an object calls the method of another uniquely determined object (see 1] for an early proposal). Indeed this computational paradigm was a main source of inspiration in the design of the 1 -calculus. Unfortunately, the term object is overloaded with meaning, and for this reason we have replaced it with the more neutral process.
Last but not least, our model relates to languages for the description of dynamically changing software architectures. The goal of these languages is to describe the interaction patterns of software modules while abstracting, to some extent, their internal behaviour. Various proposals have been put forward which widely di er in their technical development. For instance, Le M etayer 28] relies on CSP and graph grammars to describe patterns of architectures, Allen et al. 2] describe a dynamic system as a nite family of CSP programs, and Magee et al. 31 ] provide a semantics of their language by compilation into a`higher-order' -calculus. From this perspective, the 1l -calculus can be regarded as a rather abstract description language for`mobile' software agents.
